Gnome Ornament Instructions

Supplies provided in bag:
- Cardboard
- Fabric
- Pom pom
- Wooden bead
- Yarn
- Tacky glue
- Ribbon
- Twine

Supplies you provide:
- Scissors

1. How to make your gnome’s hat

Cut a triangle out of a piece of cardboard. We provided a square of cardboard for you to cut, but any cereal or cracker boxes you have in your recycling work great as well.

Lay the cardboard on the fabric. Fold the excess fabric to the back of the cardboard and glue in place with your glue.

2. Making the beard

You can loop a long length of yarn around your hand several times. Cut these loops in half, and then in half again. Glue the strands to the back of the cardboard.

Trim the beard to the length and shape that you want it.

3. Add trim

Glue a length ribbon to the bottom or brim of the gnome’s hat. If your ribbon is long enough, you can wrap it around the back of the cardboard and glue it over the top of the ends of yarn from the beard.

4. The nose

Glue the wooden bead to the beard just below the edge of the hat. I recommend placing the bead with the holes to either side, so they look like your gnome’s nostrils!

5. Add pom pom and hanging twine or ribbon

Glue a pom pom to the top of the hat. Cut a length of twine/ribbon and create a loop. Glue the ribbon ends of the loop to the back of the gnome hat.

Your gnome is done!